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"The United States is in the midst of the 
'unconventional revolution in oil and gas' that, it 
becomes increasingly apparent, goes beyond 
energy itself. Today, the industry supports 1.7m 
jobs - a considerable accomplishment given the 
relative newness of the technology. That number 
could rise to 3 million by 2020. In 2012, this 
revolution added $62 billion to federal and state 
government revenues, a number that we project 
could rise to about $113 billion by 2020. It is helping 
to stimulate a manufacturing renaissance in the 
United States, improving the competitive position 
of the United States in the global economy, and 
beginning to affect global geopolitics." 

Dr. Daniel Yergin, vice chair of global consulting firm IHS, Subcommittee 
on Energy and Power of the House Energy and Commerce Committee, 
Testimony submitted for Hearings on “America’s Energy Security and 
Innovation” (February 5, 2013).

https://docs.house.gov/meetings/IF/IF03/20130205/100220/HHRG-113-IF03-Wstate-YerginD-20130205.pdf



Unprecedented development of fracking 

In recent years, hydraulic fracturing and unconventional oil & gas 
developments have increased exponentially across the United States:

•Since 2005, technologies to more efficiently produce natural gas from 
shale and tight formations have driven prices down, spurring growth in 
consumption and net exports  (EIA 2017)

•4 million oil & gas related wells have been drilled in the United States 

•2 million of these have been hydraulically fracture-treated

• up to 95 percent of new wells drilled today are hydraulically fractured 

•43% of the oil production and 67% of the natural gas production 
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(Source : US Dept. of Energy)
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Estimate of Fracking Wells 
US

(Environment America, 2013)
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These activities have raised concerns in some communities about 
potential environmental and health issues/impacts, especially on 
people living in communities proximate to hydrofracking sites. 



In this article, we explore the contrast between : 

(1) the scientific publications about fracking and the 
potential questions about environmental and health impacts

 

(2) the perception of the local population 

➢ The methodology used in this article is based on unstructured data 
from Twitter as well as scientific publications. 

➢ Mapping techniques are also extensively used to map all the shale gas 
wells and the geo-located conversations on Twitter.
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FrackMap brings together 
a range of fracking related datasets  
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Harvard WorldMap a public domain collaborative mapping platform 
http://worldmap.harvard.edu/maps/FrackMap

•Data: oil and gas permits, 
shale formations, 
horizontal legs, reports of 
specific chemical used

•Publicly available data

FrackMap offers a 
geographical illustration 
of the raw data



(1) FrackMap-Biblio

To map, by state, the current scientific knowledge and 
peer-reviewed literature about potential environmental and 
health issues and impacts associated with U.S. shale gas plays. 
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FrackMap-Biblio : Methodology

• Review of current and past peer-reviewed literature
• Systematically searched and screened for studies about environmental and health impacts 

in the US
• Studies published from January 2005 to December 2015. 
• Databases : PubMed, MEDLINE, ScienceDirect, Scopus, Web of science, Proquest, Google 

Scholar, etc.
• Key research terms were developed to ensure that all potentially relevant studies with 

content related to hydraulic fracturing and environmental and health impacts were 
identified. 

• Data location included for US : State, County, City, Shale Play, River, Lake,
• References lists in the relevant studies were scanned to the scope of our review.
• References were classified by topics. 
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Zotero is a free, easy-to-use tool to help you collect, organize, cite, and share research sources.

500 references 
peer-reviewed + location
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FrackProject II: FrackBiblio

Methodology: gather geographical data within articles and pinpoint publications on a map



Methodology: gather geographical data within 
articles and pinpoint publications on a map
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Methodology: gather geographical data within 
articles and pinpoint publications on a map



Spatial Relationships between Fracking Sites and Health Research
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Water-related articles and [State; Shale] data
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1-1 Water Usage 100% 23

Marcellus 30% 7

Eagle Ford 13% 3

Barnett 9% 2

Bakken 9% 2

Woodford 9% 2

Fayetteville 4% 1

Utica 4% 1

Wattenberg 4% 1

1-2 Waste Water 100% 76

Marcellus 72% 55

Barnett 5% 4

Eagle Ford 4% 3

Bakken 4% 3

Utica 3% 2

Antrim 3% 2

Woodford 1% 1

Fayetteville 1% 1

1-3 Water Quality 100% 80

Marcellus 55% 44

Barnett 11% 9

Fayetteville 9% 7

Utica 5% 4

Eagle Ford 3% 2

Haynesville 3% 2

Wattenberg 3% 2

Pavillion 3% 2

Here, only the mention « Haynesville » is accounted for. There’s another single mention (1) for « Haynesville-Bossier », and another single 
mention (1) for  « Texas-Haynesville ». Possible to merge the three Haynesville together (total number of mentions: 4).
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Cross-analysis of FrackMap’s data and FrackMap-Biblio’s data



(2) FrackMap-Tweets
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Track and illustrate public engagement with fracking-related issues by analyzing Twitter 
conversations (65,000 geolocalized Tweets)



FrackMap-Tweets : Methodology
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Methodology for Harvesting Data:

1 Tweet = 140 characters maximum, including keywords-hashtags (+ image)

To map conversations on Twitter, using hashtags of the keywords used for FrackMap-Biblio

–#Fracking #FrackingWasteWater #FrackQuake #EarthQuake

–#ShaleOil #ShaleGas

–#Marcellusshale #Uticashale #BarnettShale #BakkenShale #EagleFordshale

Data from Harvard Center Geographic Analysis : « One Billion Tweets Project »

–Harvard CGA Geolocated Archive

–September 2012 to December 2015 

–Geotagged Tweets

–List of # and keywords

➢65 000 tweets

Use of the Nuance-R technological Platform (PI: Warin, T. 2015)
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2012 to 2015 2015

Opinion Formation: "Relevant" words by count
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Opinion Formation: Most used hashtags, 2015

#Fracking #Shale
#Utica
#Jobs # Job #Kellyjobs #Hiring #Career
#Pipeline #Oil #Energy 
#Physician #Nursing #Transportation  



Sentiment Analysis: Classification by Polarity 
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Conclusion

• FrackMap is an innovative tool to communicate through 
maps and interactive data visualization
– FrackMap-Biblio : identify and map concerns and explore the spatial 

relationships between hydrofracking activities and environmental & health 
research

– FrackMap-Tweets :track public engagement with fracking-related issues by 
analyzing Twitter conversations. 

FrackMap could help regulators and industry to implement 
best risk management practices and invent safer practices.

• Twitter is an interesting platform : 
– to study opinion formation and the nature and pace of the spread of 

an information through Twitter conversations

– The conversation is more about #jobs, #jobs, #jobs
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